About the Book

Master the Arabic sciences and mould your Islaamic characters through the sacred texts of the Qur’aan with our Shaykh’s exposition of suurah al-Israa:

A beautiful selection of aayaat about:

- the core beliefs of Islaam
- the duty of directing worship to Allaah alone
- the duties towards, and treatment of parents
- the duties towards, and treatment of relatives
- the duties towards, and treatment of the poor
- the duties towards, and treatment of orphans
- the duty of honesty in trade and rights of customers
- the duties of sincerity and chastity

Extensive lexical and grammatical notes
Copious citations from the Qur’aan and aHaadiith
Unique translations of the meanings of the aayaat
Commentary and exegetical notes from tafsiiir
Extensive additional notes
Exercises to test grammar, language and comprehension skills
“Alaamaat al-i’raab on all the words
Beautiful design, spacious lay-out, large fonts, typographical devices ...
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